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Amy and Adam Tyra are the proud parents of baby girl
Charlotte Anne, born on December 2, 2013. Charlotte
weighed 8 pounds, 3 ounces and was 21 inches at birth.
This is Amy and Adam’s first child and Kevin and Jan’s
first grandchild.
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BROKER MALPRACTICE
Indiana Restorative Dentistry v. The Laven Ins.
Agency, et al.
Indiana Court of Appeals, December 17, 2013
Over the course of many years, Indiana Restorative Dentistry (“IRD”) had placed insurance on
its practice with ProAssurance through the Laven Insurance Agency. Periodically, when Laven would
send IRD renewal paperwork, IRD’s office manager
would respond with a request to increase certain coverages. Laven would then respond to IRD with the
updated information. In 2009, IRD did not notice
that the Laven paperwork understated the property
coverage by $146,000. When a fire destroyed the
IRD office in 2009, it learned that its property coverage limits were well below what it had expected.
In the ensuing suit for the difference in property coverage, the trial court entered summary judgment for ProAssurance and against IRD; and denied
the motions for summary judgment between IRD and
Laven.
The Court of Appeals reversed. An insurance
agent is responsible for providing advice to its insured
only if a special (or “agent plus”) relationship exists
based on the agent’s broad discretion in handling the
insured’s needs, counseling the insured on specialized
insurance coverage, holding itself out as a highlyskilled insurance expert, and/or receiving compensation for expert advice. The Court found that as a
matter of law, such a relationship existed between
IRD and Laven.
The Court further held that as a matter of
law, Laven had a duty to procure for IRD the levels of
coverage IRD had indicated it wanted, based on their
history of past dealings.
Finally, the Court held that a fact question
remained whether ProAssurance was vicariously liable
for Laven’s mistake, based on conflicting evidence
regarding the nature of their agency relationship. The
issue of Pro-Assurance’s liability was therefore remanded to the trial court.
KeyPoint:

Whether or not an insurance

agent has breached a duty to ensure its insured has
proper coverage will generally hinge on whether the
broker has a “special relationship” with the insured.
The agent in such a relationship may be liable for
not procuring the coverage the insured expects, and
the carrier may be vicariously liable for the agent’s
mistake, depending on the relationship between the
agent and the carrier.
Kevin C. Tyra
kevin.tyra@tyralaw.net

FRIVOLOUS DEFENSE
Indiana High School Athletic Association v.
Gregory Schafer, et al.
Indiana Court of Appeals, December 17, 2013
Shane Schafer played basketball at Andrean
High School in 1990-1991. He withdrew from
school during the spring semester due to a severe,
chronic health condition. Andrean allowed him to
repeat his junior year during the 1991-1992 school
year.
Shane asked that the IHSAA rule that his
1990-1991 basketball season not count against his
eligibility. The IHSAA did not dispute the validity
of Shane’s medical condition, but denied his request. Shane appealed and the IHSAA Executive
Committee upheld the decision. Shane’s father
filed suit in Lake Superior Court, and the next day,
an ex parte temporary restraining order was issued,
allowing Shane to play basketball that fall. The IHSAA Executive Committee again ruled that Shane
was ineligible for the 1991 fall season, and Shane
did not play.
The case then went to Jasper Circuit Court,
where the court held that the IHSAA’s rules, as applied to Shane, were arbitrary and capricious. The
court enjoined the IHSAA from barring Shane’s
participation in athletics. The Court of Appeals
largely affirmed the decision. The IHSAA sought
transfer, but the Supreme Court denied it in December 1992
A jury trial was held on the Schafer’s claim
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for damages, and the IHSAA prevailed on that claim.
The Schafers then requested a hearing on attorney’s fees,
which was heard in November 1996. In 2003, the Schafers were awarded $86,231.25 in attorney’s fees – the
award became final in 2008. The IHSAA appealed.
The Court of Appeals upheld the attorney-fee
award under Indiana Code section 34-52-1-1(b), which
provides exceptions to the rule that each party generally
must pay his or her own attorney’s fees absent an agreement, statute, or rule to the contrary. The Court found
that the IHSAA “continued to litigate the action or defense after the party’s claim or defense clearly became frivolous, unreasonable, or groundless,” as stated in Indiana
Code section 34-52-1-1(b)(2). The Court noted that the
Schafers consistently prevailed at the trial court and on
appeal with striking judicial declarations, that the IHSAA
was on notice that it risked having its decision deemed
unconstitutionally arbitrary and capricious, that the IHSAA’s positions were found to be devoid of good logic,
and that the IHSAA acted with vindictiveness.
KeyPoints: Frivolous, unreasonable, or groundless defense of a claim may result in attorney’s fees award
to opposing party. This can be shown, for example, by
consistent and sound defeat in previous rulings, being on
notice that the defense is unreasonable, and acting with
vindictiveness.
Elizabeth H. Steele
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was an “innocent spouse.” The trial court granted
Indiana Farmers’ motion for summary judgment.
The policy excluded coverage whenever an “insured”
intentionally caused the damage claimed.
The Court of Appeals affirmed. The Court
rejected Rick’s argument that the intentional act exclusion was ambiguous as applied to this situation, in
which Rick claimed that Callie’s motive in setting the
fire was something other than to make an insurance
claim for the damage. The Court held that the exclusion unambiguously excluded any damage an insured
intentionally caused, regardless of the motive.
The Court also rejected Rick’s argument that
he should still be entitled to payment as an “innocent
spouse.” The Court determined that “when an insurance company has included an explicit exclusion in
its policy to cover loss that results from an intentional
act by a co-insured, we will respect the parties’ right to
contract and enforce that exclusion.”
KeyPoint: Indiana courts will not allow recovery by an “innocent spouse” on a policy which
excludes recovery on the claim due to the acts of any
insured, unless the policy also specifically allows the
“innocent spouse” to recover.
Kevin C. Tyra
kevin.tyra@tyralaw.net

elizabeth.steele@tyralaw.net

KILLER TREES
“INNOCENT SPOUSE”
Rick Deeter v. Indiana Farmers Mutual Ins. Co.
Indiana Court of Appeals, December 4, 2013
Indiana Farmers had issued a homeowners policy
to Rick Deeter and his wife, Callie. When Callie was informed that Rick was having an affair, Callie “tore up the
house” and started a fire in the living room. She later
pled guilty to criminal mischief.
Indiana Farmers denied the claim on the obvious
basis that it resulted from an intentional act by an insured. However, Rick filed suit on the grounds that he

Jeremy D. Mohr v. Virginia B. Smith Revocable Trust
Indiana Court of Appeals, January 9, 2014
Virginia B. Smith owned lake-front property
that included a hammock hung between two trees.
Smith was aware that the general public would occasionally come onto her property and sit in the hammock, even though she never expressly invited anyone from the public to do so. One night, Mohr and
his friend came onto Smith’s property and sat in
the hammock for about an hour. The next night,
they did the same thing, but one of the trees supporting the hammock failed and fell over. Mohr
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was seriously injured by the tree and his friend was killed.
Mohr sued Smith under a theory of premises liability. Smith argued that she breached no duty owed to
Mohr. The trial court granted Smith’s motion for summary judgment and Mohr appealed.
The Court of Appeals affirmed the summary judgment. The court first looked to the difference between an
invitee and a licensee. “[A] public invitee is a person who
is ‘invited’ to enter or to remain on another’s land whereas
a licensee is privileged to enter or to remain on the land by
the virtue of ‘permission’ or sufferance.” In this case,
Mohr and his friend were at most licensees on Smith’s
property. Mohr had been on the property only one other
time, he knew the property was not owned by his college
but rather was in a residential area, he had not been granted permission to enter the property, and he had not been
induced or encouraged to come onto the property.
Because he was a licensee, Smith only owed Mohr
a duty to “refrain from willfully and wantonly injuring the
licensee and to warn the licensee of any latent danger on
the premises of which the owner has knowledge.” Mohr
argued that Smith knew of a latent defect on her property
– the dead tree. However, Smith believed that the tree
could hold a hammock and even let her children and
grandchildren use the hammock, making it reasonable to
infer she believed it was safe. As such, the Court held that
she did not breach any duty to Mohr.
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renceburg from 2002 until 2007, but the distillery had
been operating since 1847. During the distillation process, ethanol was released into the air, causing mold to
grow on the exterior of the nearby buildings, including
one owned by Klepper. Pernod was insured by XL from
2001 to 2002, and by ACE throughout 2003. Pernod’s
policy with ACE included a “legally obligated to pay”
provision that required it to pay damages that resulted
from bodily injury or property damage, and a “voluntary
pay” provision, which stated that “no insured will, except at the insured’s own cost, voluntarily make a payment, assume any obligation, or incur any expense, other than for first aid, without our consent.”
Pernod tendered Klepper’s class-action claim to
ACE in 2005, and ACE erroneously classified the claim
and closed its file. Two years later, ACE was notified of
its mistake and informed that XL has been providing
Pernod with a defense. XL sought contribution from
ACE for the defense costs, and ACE agreed to contribute 49% of the costs under a full reservation of rights.

The case was unsuccessfully mediated in 2008.
A second mediation was held in 2009. ACE attended
but left before it was over; the Klepper Class, XL, and
Pernod reached a settlement agreement: judgment
would be entered against Pernod for $5,200,000, with
Pernod contributing $1,200,000, XL contributing
$1,000,000, and ACE to contribute $3,000,000 “to the
extent the damages fall within the scope of ACE ComKeyPoint: When an individual is a licensee, and mercial General Liability Policy.”
not explicitly invited, the property owner’s duty is only to
The Class then filed a Third Amended Comrefrain from willfully and wantonly injuring the licensee plaint that included a declaratory judgment regarding
and to warn the licensee of any latent danger on the prem- coverage under the policy for the damages sought. The
ises of which the owner has knowledge.
Class agreed to release Pernod and XL for any claims
Elizabeth H. Steele upon receipt of $2,200,000. A Fourth Amended Complaint was then filed, making bad faith and unfair claims
elizabeth.steele@tyralaw.net handling allegations against ACE, as well as asking the
trial court to declare that $3,000,000 could be collected
from ACE.
“LEGALLY OBLIGATED TO PAY”
The case was assigned to a special master, who
William Klepper, on behalf of himself and all others similarly was asked to decide six different issues. In his report,
situated v. ACE American Ins. Co.
the special master determined, among other things, that
(1) the “legally obligated to pay” and “voluntary payIndiana Court of Appeals, December 5, 2013
ment” defenses were available to ACE; and (2) ACE
honored its obligation, but Pernod breached its by enterPernod owned and operated a distillery in Lawing into judgment without ACE’s consent.
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The Court of Appeals affirmed. The
Court determined that disallowing the “legally
obligated to pay” and “voluntary payment” provisions in the policy would essentially rewrite the
policy. Therefore, since Pernod was released of
liability and not legally obligated to pay the
$3,000,000 balance, ACE could not be legally
obligated to pay that amount either. Additionally, since Pernod settled the claim without ACE’s
permission, the potential payment was made voluntarily without ACE’s consent, and the
“voluntary payment” provision precluded coverage. Partial summary judgment was therefore
entered for ACE, but the bad faith claim was allowed to proceed.
KeyPoint: When defending under a reservation of rights, any settlement agreement must
comply with the provisions of the insurance policy. When there are “legally obligated to pay” and
“voluntary payment” provisions in a policy, an
insured cannot enter into an agreement that
would bind the insurer without securing prior
consent of the insurer.
Elizabeth H. Steele
elizabeth.steele@tyralaw.net

PERSONAL JURISDICTION
Wolf’s Marine, Inc. v. Dev Brar

Indiana Court of Appeals, January 9, 2014
Dev Brar is a resident of Hamilton County,
Indiana. Wolf’s Marine is a business located in
Berrien County, Michigan. Wolf’s Marine offers
seasonal storage space for boats and boating equipment. Wolf’s Marine does not have any physical
facilities or employees in Indiana.

Brar signed a rental contract with Wolf’s Marine to store his boat that he otherwise kept in Illinois
during the summer. The rental contract did not contain any forum selection provision. When the boat was
left with Wolf’s Marine, Brar claims it had no damage
but that it had damage to the bow after he retrieved it
the following spring. Brar filed a small claims complaint in Hamilton County, and Wolf’s Marine responded with a letter saying it felt the case should have
been filed in Berrien County. The trial court found it
had personal jurisdiction, and Wolf’s Marine subsequently filed a motion to dismiss for lack of personal
jurisdiction. After the trial court denied this motion,
Wolf’s Marine sought interlocutory appeal.
Brar argued Wolf’s Marine had sufficient contacts with Indiana to establish specific personal jurisdiction. However, the Court held that a contract with an
out-of-state party alone cannot establish minimum contacts for personal jurisdiction. The Court also distinguished the case law cited to by Brar, and instead
found this situation to be more like prior cases where
someone visits a hotel in a different state, is injured,
but sues the hotel in their home state.
Because no goods or services were delivered or
performed in Indiana and the alleged negligence happened in Michigan and Wolf’s Marine had no physical
presence in Indiana, the Court found there was not
sufficient purposeful availment of the privilege of conducting business in Indiana that would create specific
personal jurisdiction with regard to Brar’s lawsuit.
KeyPoint: For an out-of-state entity to be subject to personal jurisdiction for a lawsuit filed in Indiana, there must be more than just the exchange of a
pre-printed contract. Instead, the entity must have, for
example, delivered its goods in Indiana or performed
some sort of service in Indiana.

Jerry M. Padgett
jerry.padgett@tyralaw.net
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PUNITIVE DAMAGES
Mark Weinberger, M.D. v. Estate of Phyllis Barnes
Indiana Court of Appeals, December 18, 2013
In the course of Dr. Weinberger’s treatment of
Phyllis Barnes for coughing and problems with swallowing and breathing, he failed to detect that she had laryngeal cancer, despite clear indications. Barnes subsequently underwent extensive cancer treatment, which
cured the laryngeal cancer, but recurrence of it in her
lungs led to her death.
Before her death, Barnes filed a proposed medical malpractice complaint with the Indiana Department
of Insurance, and a medical review panel found Dr.
Weinberger failed to comply with the applicable standard of care. Barnes’ estate (Barnes had died in the interim) filed a complaint against Dr. Weinberger, and a jury
ultimately returned a verdict against Dr. Weinberger for
$3 million in compensatory damages and $10 million in
punitive damages. Dr. Weinberger moved for an entry
of judgment pursuant to an Indiana statute that limits
the Estate’s total recovery to $1.25 million, but his motion was denied. Dr. Weinberger then filed a motion to
correct error, and the trial court reduced the judgment
to $1.25 million in compensatory damages and $9 million in punitive damages. Both Dr. Weinberger and the
Estate appealed.
While the case was on appeal, the Estate reached
a settlement agreement with Dr. Weinberger and the
Indiana Patient Compensation Fund. However, the Indiana Attorney General asserted an interest in the punitive damages award pursuant to Indiana’s punitive damage allocation statute. The only question on appeal,
therefore, was whether the State was properly permitted
to intervene.
Indiana Code Section 34-51-3-6 essentially provides that 75% of any punitive-damages award goes to
the State of Indiana, which deposits it in the violent
crime victims compensation fund. The Court of Appeals held this statute does not provide the State with
authority to intervene in otherwise private litigation to
look out for its interest in the punitive damages award.
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KeyPoints: The State of Indiana has no
right to intervene in private litigation just so the
State can try to protect what it claims its interest
may be in any punitive damages award. The case
also highlights the fact that a plaintiff who receives
a punitive-damages verdict would only receive 25%
of the award.
Jerry M. Padgett

jerry.padgett@tyralaw.net
UM POLICY LIMITS ARE NOT
ADMISSIBLE
State Farm v. Kimberly Earl, et al.
Indiana Court of Appeals, January 24, 2014
Jerry Earl was injured in a motor vehicle accident in which a semi pulled in front of Earl’s motorcycle, causing him to lose control, flip, and be thrown
into the grassy median. The semi driver did not stop
and was never identified. Earl sustained 14 rib fractures, a broken left scapula, a lacerated liver, and other injuries. After the accident, Earl’s wife said he was
no longer the same person and could not do the
things he could before the accident. Earl was also
unable to return to work in a full capacity as the coowner of a construction company. Earl ultimately
died of unrelated cancer.
Before Earl’s death, he and his wife filed suit
against State Farm seeking uninsured motorist (UM)
benefits under their auto policy with State Farm. At
the time of the accident, they had a limit of $250,000
in UM coverage, with an umbrella policy providing an
additional $2 million UM coverage. Before the start
of the trial, State Farm moved to exclude any evidence
about the amount of the Earl’s UM coverage on the
grounds that it is irrelevant and prejudicial, but the
court denied the motion. Throughout the trial, State
Farm also objected to references to the UM coverage.
The jury returned a verdict for the Earls for $250,000.
On appeal, the Court of Appeals reversed and remanded.
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On a matter of first impression in Indiana, State
Farm asked the Indiana Court of Appeals to join other
states that have determined UM insurance limits to be inadmissible at trial. The Court found that because the
amount of Earl’s damages were hotly contested during the
trial, and the fact that the jury awarded exactly $250,000 in
damages, which was the amount of the UM coverage, the
jury believed the Earls were entitled to that coverage limit.
Therefore, the trial court erred in allowing the introduction of evidence of the UM policy limits.
KeyPoint: Evidence of uninsured motorist policy
limits is not admissible at trial.

Jerry M. Padgett
jerry.padgett@tyralaw.net
WHO IS AN INSURED UNDER HOMEOWNER’S
POLICY

David Didion, et al. v. Auto-Owners Ins. Co.
Indiana Court of Appeals, December 10, 2013
Michael Carl lived in a house owned by Von Carl
and Ginger Hawk, Michael’s cousin. Ginger had lived in
the house at one time but had not lived there for many
years. Ginger, her husband, and her son lived in Kentucky
and had been in their current home for eight years. Ginger would check on Michael’s house “probably every couple months” and “would just drive by,” but would never go
inside.
One day, Braydon Didion was playing in the yard
of Michael’s house when he was bit in the face by
Michael’s dog. Michael did not notify Von and Ginger
about the loss, nor did he notify the homeowner carrier,
Auto-Owners. Braydon’s parents filed suit against Michael
and later named Ginger as a defendant. About a year later,
the Didions filed for default judgment, which was granted,
and the trial court fixed damages at $250,000. Ginger later notified her insurance company of the loss after she
learned of it when Michael told her there was a lien on the
house. Ginger filed a motion to set aside the default judgment, which was granted.

Auto-Owners filed a complaint for declaratory

judgment, which the trial court granted, concluding
that Michael was not an insured under the policy and
that Michael failed to provide timely notice of the
claim to Auto-Owners.
The Court of Appeals affirmed the trial
court’s decision. In the policy, an insured included
relatives, but relative was defined as “a person who
resides with you and who is related to you by blood,
marriage or adoption.” Therefore, the Court held
that under the homeowner’s policy, even though Michael was a blood relative of Ginger, he did not
“reside” with Ginger. The Court also held that under
the policy, Ginger did not give Auto-Owners timely
notice of the claim. By waiting over a year, the Didions had filed suit and proceeded to default judgment.
This length of time was considered unreasonable, and
under Indiana law, the duty to notify an insurance
company is a condition precedent to the company’s
liability to its insured.
KeyPoints: (1) Former residence in a home
and periodic checking on the home do not qualify as
current residence in the home for homeowner’s insurance purposes; (2) unreasonably late notice of a homeowner’s insurance claim will bar the company’s liability to the insured, even if the insured did not have
personal knowledge of the claim.
Elizabeth H. Steele
elizabeth.steele@tyralaw.net

We are so ready for winter to be over!
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